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Alice Cooper, Budweiser Events Center, Loveland, September 4, 2005. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Well, I finally got to see one of the great moments in rock and roll showmanship last night. That 

is, when shock rocker godfather Alice Cooper laid down on a ghoulish guillotine and got his 

head chopped off. It was a theatrical special effect that indeed shocked back in the 1970s when it 

was new and still entertained mightily today even in a world where real beheadings can be seen 

on the evening news. You just don’t see a guillotine in action very much these days and when a 

bad boy like Cooper steps up to receive his punishment in the climax of the show, it’s just 

downright riveting. The crowd at the BEC certainly was going nuts. 

 

What makes the guillotine bit so great is actually what makes Cooper great in general. That is, a 

willingness to take the proceedings on the concert stage beyond what you expect from a typical 

rock show. Yes, Cooper uses the regular stuff- stage fog, bright, colored lights, an energetic 

electric band full of rhythmic punch and screaming guitars, gritty, rough vocals and a string of 

infectious songs full of attitude. But more, Cooper illustrates his songs with props and stage 

action that take a large step toward turning rock and roll into a heightened sense of drama. The 

drama isn’t a result of the rock and roll (though the songs themselves clearly contain some 

naturally.) Instead it is another whole element to the show that defines the music and kicks the 

performance up into a totally new level. 

 

So when Cooper sings about “Dirty Diamonds,” he’s got silver Mari Gras beads dripping from 

his fist. During “Billion Dollar Babies,” he’s got $100 Alice Cooper bucks skewered on a 

fencing sword. For “Only Women Bleed,” an actress/dancer plays the part of the victim in a tiny 

nightie and bruises and scrapes on her body. For the classic teenage rock anthem “Eighteen,” 

Cooper waves around a crutch. Even a set of maracas, when wielded by Cooper, becomes a 

dramatic focal point that helps make the songs vibrate. As the show proceeded, Cooper placed 

body parts in an upright coffin (guess where Alice’s head goes in the end) to create a rock and 

roll Frankenstein. The dancer cracked a whip. Huge balloons bounced out to the crowd and 

Cooper burst them with a sword when they came back. He had a huge snake wrapped around his 

neck for “Welcome to My Nightmare.” A Paris Hilton figure had her throat ripped out by her 

little dog and Cooper ended up in a straight jacket. Now that’s just fun to watch. 

 

Don’t get me wrong- the music certainly plays a big part in Cooper’s success. The songs are 

keenly honed to balance churning hard rock guitars and sandpaper vocals with memorable lyrical 

hooks. The material in general stays well within the traditional arena of rock and roll- painting 

portraits of alienated, loner characters who are confused socially in an unsympathetic world. 

However, ultimately Cooper’s message is positive. In “Eighteen” for instance, the character ends 

up not only pondering life’s limitations, but also thumbing his nose at them. There is some kind 

of twisted empowerment in Cooper’s songs. “No More Mr. Nice Guy” is actually about a nice 

guy. Even when Cooper’s character gets his head lopped off, there remains some kind of 

redemption in the raging rock on stage.  

 



But put that rough and ready, expressive rock together with those theatrical elements and you’ve 

got a show that goes above and beyond the average performance. At the BEC, Cooper kept 

things moving along quickly- the pace was snappy. “School’s Out” was the triumphant climax to 

the show, but finally it was the grungy rock and roll underpinnings of “Under My Wheels” that 

sealed the deal. How appropriate for the final concert of the inaugural Thunder in the Rockies 

motorcycle rally event- Cooper came, he and his troupe played it up big and they left with tires 

squealing. It was flat out a very satisfying show. 

 

An extra added treat was the full opening set by power poppers Cheap Trick. Also adept at 

combining raw electric rock with melodic sing-along hooks, Cheap Trick has plenty to work 

with- especially considering the one-two punch of strong, dramatic vocalist Robin Zander and 

crazed guitarist Rick Nielsen.  

 

Nielsen in particular made Cheap Trick a fun band to watch thanks to the constant string of wild 

guitars he used- strapping on a different one for each song. These included a great double-neck 

unit that sported a cartoon effigy of Nielsen, a five-necked guitar, as well as lots of colorful 

single-necked guitars- custom jobs like the custom bikes that have been jamming the parking lot 

over the weekend. But more, Nielsen is a powerful guitarist, ripping off leads from his black and 

white checkered riser or stalking the stage while wanging on the strings- even breaking some in 

the process. At the BEC, Nielsen also exhibited a pumped up attitude and took the mike often 

between tunes to ramble on to the audience and spent most of his time while not playing guitar, 

pointing to audience members and throwing hundreds of guitar picks into the crowd. 

 

However, while the guitar work raged, it was Zander’s vocal presence that held it all together. 

Part of it was the material- well crafted rockers like “Southern Girls” and “I Want You to Want 

Me” churning with electricity, yet buoyant with infectious melodic refrains. But a lot of it was 

Zander himself, ably handling the main work of each tune while Nielsen buzzed around and did 

his thing. My favorite was the deep groove of “Venus.” Cheap Trick returned for an encore with 

“Dream Police.”  

 

Often during Cheap Trick’s set, banks of lights pointing directly at the audience would 

emphasize the dramatic moments. Not just a little, but a lot. The constant blinding light was 

really unnecessary for Cheap Trick to succeed, but complimented the frenzied stage presence of 

Nielsen. Between this band- introduced as “the best fucking band this town will ever see”- and 

Cooper, the end of the Thunder in the Rockies event was celebrated in high style- high as the 

blade in a guillotine. 


